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Ecolab Puts its Books in Order
with Sage 300
Ecolab, the world's leading
provider of premium cleaning,
food
safety,
and
health
protection
products
and
services for the hospitality,
food service, healthcare, and
industrial markets, has a
presence in over 160 countries.
While the Indian operations
were established in Mumbai in
early 2007, the products were
sold through a distributor and
licensee network for the first
year of operations, with direct
company sales starting from
mid-2008. In India, the company
currently offers cleansing services falling under three of its business
units, namely Institutional, Kay Chemicals, and Food & Beverage that
cater to the sanitization needs of warehouses, corporate offices,
and Food & Beverage institutions like hotels, restaurants, etc.
Since its inception in India, the company has been witnessing
growth and expansion in its business. “As our customer base and
operations expanded in the country, our customer orders became
more random and our invoices become more complex due to
differing tax amounts. At this stage we needed robust, automated,
and scalable financial and invoicing software that would grow with
our business,” says Mr. Bhavik Trivedi CFO, Ecolab India.
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Ecolab and Sage – A Global
Partnership

Since the multinational company had a policy of using Sage 300 as
the preferred ERP solution in all its Asia offices, it was the natural
choice for Ecolab India as well. In the early days, however, Sage 300
was not hosted on the server at the Mumbai office. The office
representative would have to log onto the overseas office server
using terminal services technology and use only the basic financial
modules to generate weekly financial and accounts reports. Not only
were they not utilizing the many functionalities of Sage 300 but they
also faced connectivity and availability issues.
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As their customer base expanded in India and the invoicing and
accounting grew more complex, Ecolab India decided to host Sage
300 on their India servers and hence approached Sage Software
Solutions to complete the implementation process. “Sage 300 is a
highly scalable and modular ERP application that provides robust
financial & accounting support and real-time inventory control and
visibility. It also supports multiple currencies, variable taxes,
features a strong reporting tool, and comprises modules that are
very tightly integrated with each other so that a small change in one
module results in a corresponding change in the related fields of the
other modules as well,” opines Jitendra Somani, CEO, Sage Software
Solutions Pvt Ltd. “Keeping in mind the requirements of Ecolab India,
we felt that Sage 300’s many functionalities would definitely help
improve their business processes.”

Ecolab India decided to implement a 10 concurrent user package of
Sage 300 comprising of System Manager, General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Order Entry, Purchase Order,
Inventory Control, Multi-Currency, Fixed Assets, and Transaction
Analysis, and Optional Fields as the major modules.
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Real time inventory control
for informed procurement:
Earlier the company would maintain inventory of stocks using
Microsoft Excel and then transfer data from the excel sheet to
General Ledger once a week to generate inventory and sales reports.
However, the discrepancy between the physical stock and the
reported stock was possible which could lead to either
understocking or overstocking. Furthermore, since the logging of
sales and transfer of data from the excel sheet to Sage 300 was
manual, errors were possible with respect to product segments and
product names due to abbreviations. Since Ecolab works on a
customer demand pattern there is a great need for updated
inventory reports to identify fast-moving products for informed
sourcing.
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Real time inventory control
for informed procurement:
Sage 300 enables accurate maintenance of stock to reflect fast and
slow-moving goods and also helps in the identification of the best
route and best vendor for importing a product based on the
product's sensitivity, differential pricing for different vendor
countries, and expected time of arrival. In the case of product
returns from the customer, the product does not make its way
directly into the warehouse inventory. Instead, a virtual location is
created in Sage 300 so that the product is not available for
immediate sale unless the reasons for return have been identified
and the product has been approved for sale.
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Smooth and Error-free
order processing:
During the earlier Order Entry
process sales persons would
maintain price lists manually
which were not secure. Also,
they would have limited
knowledge of the customer's
credit performance, and check
measures were manual. Once
the order was booked on the
excel sheet it used to be
scanned and sent to the remote
warehouse for dispatch.
Since Ecolab has a wide base of
customers, many of whom enjoy
special prices and credit
periods, there was a need for an
automated price list with welldefined security rights to ensure
zero tampering by sales or
support professionals,” shared
Mr. Bhavik Trivedi, CFO, Ecolabs

“ “With Sage 300, the
salesperson enjoys visibility into
the specific price list and credit
history for each customer with
high levels of data security and
can track customers using this
information. The inherent check
measure and alert function
enables orders to be blocked if
payments are due past the
credit period. Also now once the
order is booked it automatically
reflects in the list of the pending
orders in the remote company
warehouse with well-defined
and unambiguous item
description and quantity to
avoid mistakes. With the
implementation of Sage 300, we
are delivering enhanced and
improved customer service, and
our customers are delighted
with our service levels.
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Accurate pricing and easy reporting
at your fingertips:

In the earlier scenario, a sales professional entered data on an excel
sheet which was then transferred manually by another person to the
Sage 300 system. Furthermore since Ecolab India imports most of
its products from other countries the actual cost of the product can
be calculated only by taking into account the vendor cost, custom
excise duty, freight charges, and transport costs to the local
warehouse.
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“With Sage 300, the actual cost is accurately calculated by
automatically incorporating the additional costs to the standard
price in the Invoicing module to generate the purchase price
variance for accurate calculation of sales margin and fixing correct
product prices for the local market,” feels Mr. Bhavik Trivedi. “Since
the modules under General Ledger are tightly linked with each other,
individual entries are made redundant and manual transfer of data is
avoided. Thereby an entry made in the order book automatically
reflects in the General Ledger and the invoice is automatically
generated while the inventory is also updated in real-time. Similarly,
bank entries in multiple currencies are facilitated and taxation
policies are automatically taken into account. As a result, very little
effort and time are spent on generating income statements and
balance sheets as all related fields are updated automatically in realtime.”
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Being a multinational company, Ecolab India needs to provide
monthly financial reports comprising of the balance sheet, year-todate sales, month-to-date sales, the difference between prior and
current year sales, and profit and loss and budget analysis in the
required International format to the head office. Financial reporter,
the reporting tool in Sage 300, is capable of incorporating
predefined formulas to dynamically extract data from the Microsoft
Excel database to generate reports in the required format. Easy to
use and format, it also provides the Managing Director with instant
visibility into the company's profit & loss and operating costs for any
given month, on the basis of which he can estimate budgets for the
future.
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Commenting on how Sage 300 has grown with the company, Mr.
Bhavik Trivedi says, “Ecolab has greatly grown in scale of business
since its inception. We now cater to a large number of customers
and our variety of transactions has increased manifold. Since our
chemicals are dispensed through Ecolab equipment, these
equipment are a working asset of Ecolab, we plan to use the Fixed
Assets module which will help us track the returns, in terms of sale
of chemicals, arising out of this asset in order to assess the
profitability of this exercise and also track the timeline for their
replacement.”
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CHALLENGE:

Manual tracking and transfer of
inventory, manual errors due to
nonstandard abbreviations and taxes,
tracking of purchase price variance,
Visibility into the credit history and
specific prices for customers,
Generation of monthly reports
comprising of data from multiple
databases
in
the
prescribed
International format.
SOLUTION

Sage 300, a highly scalable and
modular application provides realtime inventory control and visibility
into customer history. It also
supports multiple currencies and
features a strong reporting and
taxation tool. Modules are closely
interlinked with each other so that a
small change in one module results in
a corresponding change in the related
fields of the other modules as well.
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RESULT

Real-time inventory control ensures
that the correct quantity is ordered at
the right time from the right vendor.
Validation of standard costing
ensures correct product pricing and
sales
margins.
Visibility
into
customer credit history has resulted
in checks and reduced errors during
the sales process. Reports are
generated automatically in the
required format using predefined
formulas.

